Submission Guidelines
The guidelines will help you have the best chance of getting your images accepted into the marketplace. Please review our image requirements and restrictions, which outlines examples of what will
and won’t be accepted.

Licensing Options
Wemark offers buyers two licensing options: Wemark Go - for everyday needs, and Wemark Impress,
our premium collection for standout campaigns. Below are the guidelines for each.

Wemark Go:
Wemark Go images cost between $0.27 and $0.95 per download, depending on the buyer membership
plan, and photographers are paid 100% royalties per download. Images should feel professionally shot
and suitable for a range of uses including advertising campaigns, email, content marketing, and small
businesses. You should feel comfortable licensing them at our fair, yet affordable price point.

Wemark Impress:
Images should feel fresh, authentic, and give the impression that they were custom shot. Pricing ranges
from $25 to $500 per image, and photographers receive 85% royalties per download. Our review policy
is more stringent - if you think you have the creative chops, submit here.

Contributor Tracks
Standard Track:
New contributors are required to upload 10 initial images for review. Once your images are approved,
you become part of the Wemark Standard Track. This allows you to have up to 150 images pending
approval at any time. Every time one of your images is approved or rejected, you may upload another in
its place. Please note that at this time, Standard Track photographers may not submit images that
require model or property releases. If you’re primarily photographing people or properties that require
this and have the appropriate releases to support them, please apply to the Experienced Track.

Experienced Track:
Geared to more experienced stock photographers, the Wemark Experienced Track enables faster review
time, larger upload volumes and allows photographers to submit images that require model/property
releases. To apply, click here.
For more details on our licensing options, read this comprehensive overview.
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Requirements
Model and Property Releases

ID Verification

All content submitted to Wemark must have a
valid model or property release, where appli
cable. This includes images showing identifi
able people, faces or attributes (i.e. tattoos),
as well as identifiable real-estate,proprietary
designs, branding, logos and artwork. If the
model is under 18 years of age, you must
include a parent/guardian signature.
Temporarily, Standard Track photographers
can't submit images that require model
/property releases. If you want to join the
Experienced Track - Apply here
Please stay tuned for updates on this policy.

In order to verify your identity, please upload a
valid government-issued photo ID that matches
the full name used for your contributor account.
Please note: you must be over 18 to submit your
images.

File Size
All images must have a minimum resolution
of 4 megapixels, but please submit the
highest resolution file you have.
We strongly encourage photographers to
submit images shot with DSLRs, but may
accept images shot with higher-resolution
smartphones.

File Type
Submissions must be in JPEG or PNG. For JPEG
submissions, please make sure images are saved
at the highest quality - level 12
TIFF support is coming soon.

Copyrights
Every image you submit must be your own. This
means that you cannot upload photos taken by
your friends, family, or found online. We require
that you have full rights to all content you submit.

Keywords
We use Computer Vision and AI (Artificial Intelligence) algorithms to automatically assign
keywords to all images on Wemark. As we continue to build our platform, we'll provide more
options to view and manage keywords.

Image Restrictions
Editorial-Only and Public Domain Content:
Presently, we only accept images that are intended to be licenced for commercial purposes. Please do
not submit images that are in the public domain or images depicting celebrities, public personalities, or
large crowds who were not specifically hired for the photograph.

Nudity and Sexual Content:
Images containing pornographic content will not be accepted. However, in some cases, we will accept
images that contain nudity if our editors determine they have artistic or medical value. All images of
nudes must have a model release that includes the model’s photo ID showing that they are over 21
years of age.
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Violent and Offensive Content:
We want to keep Wemark a safe environment, therefore, images that are upsetting or violent should not
be submitted. This includes, but is not limited to depictions of gore, cruelty or violence towards humans
or animals, consumption of Illegal drugs, hate speech, suicide attempts and any other depiction that
violates human rights or depicts oppressive practices.

Visible Logos and Brands:
Due to copyright restrictions, we do not accept images that contain visible logos or brands in all forms
(illustration, text or as an actual product).

Watermarks, Digital Text and Other Alterations
We do not accept images that have watermarks, added text layers, borders or other distracting
elements. Don’t worry - we will protect your images with our unique, AI-resistant watermark once they
are live on the Wemark marketplace.

Retouched Images
We like to keep things real. While we’ll accept minor retouching and color correction, images that have
been manipulated (retouched) making unrealistic changes to a model’s body will not be accepted.

Forbidden Activities
Repeated warnings for the following activities may lead to the suspension or removal of your account:
Multiple submissions of the identical or close to identical images.
Purchasing your own content.
Using titles, descriptions or keywords that are unrelated to the image or copied from another
Wemark creator.

